1. Drive along Eastern Island Corridor past exits for North Point. Take the Sai Wan Ho, Tai Koo Shing exit
on the Right Hand Side of the Expressway. (Note: don’t take the first Tai Koo Shing exit on the left hand
side of the expressway, drive past this one and stay in the right hand lane for the next exit). If coming
from the Eastern Tunnel from Kowloon, stay in the right hand lane upon exiting and take the first exit on
the right for Sai Wan Ho and TaiKoo Shing.Stay in the Right Hand Land towards Sai Wan Ho.
2. Go straight through the first set of traffic lights.
3. At the second set of traffic lights turn right into Tai On St. There will be a MacDonalds on your right and
the Sai Wan Ho MTR on your left hand side. Try to stay in the left hand lane.
4. This will lead you to traffic lights that intersect with Shau Kei Wan Rd (you can tell by the tramlines). At
this traffic lights, turn left onto Shau Kei Wan Rd, stay in the left hand lane.
5. Take the first left turn, into Holy Cross Street. This street winds round to the right – keep following all the
way to the end (go straight over the tram lines).
6. There is a public parking area at the end of this street.
7. From the carpark, walk across the road and over the pedestrian crossing at the traffic lights.
8. Our clinic is on your left (256 Shau Kei Wan Rd), with a big purple sign. We are called ‘East Island
Animal Hospital / Animal Emergency Centre’. The hospital number is 2915 3999 during office hours and
2915 7979 after 9pm.
To get back onto expressway:
Turn left out of the carpark and then left at the traffic lights onto Shau Kei Wan Rd. Take your next left at the
next traffic lights (into Sun Sing Street – the trams go into this street too), and then left again at the next traffic
lights (into Oi Shun Rd). Go straight through the next three sets of traffic lights (you will see the McDonalds
again on your left that you passed on your way to the clinic), and this will lead you straight back onto the
expressway.

